Pediatric chemotherapy induced peripheral neuropathy: A systematic review of current knowledge.
The dramatic increase in the number of childhood cancer survivors over the last 60years has made monitoring and minimising long term side effects of cancer treatment increasingly important. Chemotherapy induced peripheral neuropathy (CIPN) has been described with many commonly used chemotherapy agents. This article provides a critical overview of pediatric CIPN, its incidence, clinical manifestations, late effects, and recent advances in understanding of risk factors and pharmacogenomics as well as evaluating current assessment strategies and treatment approaches. Neurotoxicity data was systematically collated from Medline, Embase and Pubmed and analysed for quality, relevance and originality in three stages prior to inclusion. Quality scoring was done using the QUALSYST assessment tool. A total of 61 studies met inclusion criteria. Peripheral neuropathy is common and may be long lasting with characteristics specific to each chemotherapy agent. There is significant variability in reported incidence and natural history, related to challenges in clinical assessment and diagnosis. Emerging risk factors for CIPN include treatment factors such as dose, duration and concurrent medication and patient factors such as age and inherited susceptibilities. Recent identification of individual genetic variations has advanced understanding of pathomechanisms and may direct future treatment approaches. While these studies guide suggestions for current clinical practice, further systematic research with development of strategies for amelioration and prevention of CIPN is necessary. Standardised assessment protocols and objective outcomes measures of CIPN applicable to patients of different ages are critical to enabling the development of novel treatments and facilitation of future clinical trials and treatment individualisation.